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ABSTRACT
Frequency-modulated continuous-wave LIDAR (FMCW LIDAR) has been widely used for both scientific and industrial tools. Here, in this
report, a new class of LIDAR technique based on an optical frequency comb, named frequency-modulated comb LIDAR (FMcomb LIDAR),
is proposed. Instead of using one carrier such as FMCW LIDAR, the multiple carriers from an optical frequency comb are used in FMcomb
LIDAR. Because of the correlation between comb modes, each frequency-scanned comb mode can be coherently stitched, thus allowing for a
resolution equivalent to scanning by many comb modes while scanning only by the comb mode spacing. In a proof-of-concept experiment,
three comb modes from an electro-optic frequency comb (EO comb) are coherently stitched, showing Fourier-transform limited resolution
(defined as FWHM linewidth) of 10 ps (i.e., 1.5 mm in air) for about 65 ns delay. The obtained resolution is three-times higher than that of
conventional FMCW LIDAR when the same scan range is considered.

© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5120321., s

I. INTRODUCTION

LIDAR systems are ubiquitous in ranging, autonomous navi-
gation, and surface profilometry.1 One of the most powerful meth-
ods is based on the use of dual fiber frequency combs, enabling
high resolution, high precision, and fast refresh rate.2–4 However,
the method requires two mutually phase locked frequency combs,
making a system very complicated. To overcome this, dual electro-
optic frequency combs (EO combs) have been used.5,6 However,
because of the large comb spacing of EO combs, the nonam-
biguous range (NAR) is very small, which is proportional to the
inverse of the comb spacing. In addition, there are blind zones,
where pulses from a reference and target plains in an interferom-
eter are overlapped and the targets cannot be distinguished. This
is why frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) LIDAR7–9

remains to be popular in the real world. In FMCW LIDAR, since
the NAR can be extremely large, an actual limit for the measur-
able range is set by the coherence length of the used cw laser,
which is proportional to the inverse of the cw laser linewidth.
The achievable resolution is proportional to the inverse of the
scanning frequency range of the cw laser. These two constraints
make a trade-off between the measurable range and resolution. For

example, micro-electro-mechanically tuned vertical-cavity surface-
emitting lasers (MEMS-VCSELs) with 100 nm scan range with
100 kHz sweep rate are commercially available (e.g., Thorlabs,
Inc., SL131090), but their coherence length is as short as a few
meters, which corresponds to linewidth of about 100 MHz. On the
other hand, metrology-grade external cavity lasers (ECLs) have very
narrow linewidth (∼1 kHz), but the fast scanning range is only
200 MHz (e.g., RIO ORION Laser Module). The trade-off is a
fundamental issue because longer cavities are required for narrow
linewidth, but longer cavities do not allow fast, large scanning range
without mode-hopping because of the smaller free spectral range
(FSR) of the laser.

To overcome the trade-off, coherent stitching of multiple
distributed-feedback lasers (DFB lasers) has been demonstrated.10,11

The DFB lasers have moderately narrow linewidth (∼1 MHz) and
allow fast scanning for a scan range of about 1 nm. By coherently
stitching more than 100 DFB lasers with a scan range of 1 nm, a
large measurable range (>100 m) with high resolution (<10 μm)
can be, in principle, obtained. However, the more the DFB lasers
are required, the more complicated the system becomes. In addi-
tion, since both the knowledge of the chirp rate (=scan range/scan
time) and the instantaneous frequency (from an offset frequency)
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are required for coherent stitching of uncorrelated cw lasers, perfect
coherent stitching is difficult when several cw lasers or long distance
measurements are considered. For example, in Ref. 11, an external
reference based on molecular absorption is used to extract the chirp
rate and instantaneous frequency, which potentially causes imper-
fect coherent stitching because of the limited number of absorption
lines and absorption linewidth. Whilst the above methods are based
on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), alternatively, several
comb modes from a mode-locked laser can also be combined via
time division multiplexing (TDM).12,13 However, with TDM, the
scan time increases with the number of channels, whereas in WDM,
all channels are detected simultaneously. TDM also faces additional
challenges such as the requirement of an EO modulator and careful
delay adjustment for each channel.

In this letter, we propose frequency-modulated comb LIDAR
(FMcomb LIDAR), in which the comb modes of a frequency comb,
generated from a single cw laser (rather than from multiple, inde-
pendent cw lasers), are coherently stitched. Because of the correlated
relationship between the comb modes, chirp rate and instantaneous
frequency of the comb modes can be known in a precise and sim-
ple manner. In the proposed idea, a single reference interferom-
eter with known delay is sufficient for coherent stitching and to
correct for deviations from linear scanning. In a proof-of-concept
demonstration, three comb modes from an EO comb are coher-
ently stitched, resulting in three times higher Fourier-transform lim-
ited resolution (10 ps, i.e., 1.5 mm in the air, defined as FWHM
linewidth) than that of the conventional FMCW LIDAR for about
65 ns delay.

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE

The setup to realize the proposed idea and working principle
is shown in Fig. 1. A frequency-scanned cw laser (center frequency
of ν0) is split along two paths. One path contains a reference inter-
ferometer, whose purposes are described later. The other is used to
generate a frequency comb [either EO comb14,15 or comb generated
from a microresonator (microcomb)16,17] with a comb spacing of
Δ, which is measured constantly. The generated frequency comb is
directed to a target interferometer, followed by a wavelength division
multiplexer (WDM) to separate each comb mode. For simplicity, we
assume an ideal WDM, as shown in Fig. 1(b), in which the Kth chan-
nel transmits light with an optical frequency between ν0 + (K − 1)Δ
and ν0 + KΔ. The separated comb modes are photo-detected and
digitized for signal processing. Figure 1(c) (left) shows the instan-
taneous frequencies of the comb modes with frequency scanning.
Here, we assume that the comb spacing of the frequency comb is
fixed and the carrier envelope offset frequency is scanned, which is
true for EO combs, and the frequency scan is purely linear. The sup-
plementary material shows a general case, in which both the comb
spacing and the carrier envelope offset frequency are involved in
scanning. All the comb modes are scanned a little more than the
comb spacing, producing an overlapping instantaneous frequency
between the (K − 1)th and (K − 2)th comb modes in the Kth chan-
nel. If the cycle time (expressed as Tcycle) which is the time it takes
for the cw laser to be scanned by the comb spacing is known, all
comb modes can be coherently stitched, as shown in Fig. 1(c) (right),
which is more explicitly shown in Fig. 1(d). Figure 1(d) shows the

FIG. 1. Concept of FMcomb LIDAR. (a) Schematic of the FMcomb LIDAR system. Colors stand for the wavelength of the comb modes. (b) Allocation of the channels by
WDM. The dashed squares show the transmission of the channels. Here, for simplicity, the transmission function is assumed to have a perfect square shape. (c) Working
principle with instantaneous frequencies. Solid and dashed lines show the comb modes without and with the delay in the target interferometer, respectively. (d) Working
principle with FMCW LIDAR signals, which are generated from photodetectors. The signals jump at Tcycle because the photo-detected comb mode is switched from the Kth
to (K − 1)th comb mode, satisfying φK(t) = φK(t + Tcycle) (0 ≤ t < ε).
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working principle explained by the use of FMCW LIDAR signals.
The Kth channel sees the same signal at time = 0 + t and time
= Tcycle + t (0 ≤ t < ε), where ε is a small positive quantity, because
the instantaneous frequency becomes the same at these times. An
FMCW LIDAR signal with an effective length of N × Tcycle can be
obtained by coherently stitching the FMCW LIDAR signals, where
the 1st channel produces the signal for time 0–Tcycle, the 2nd channel
for Tcycle–2Tcycle. . ., and the Nth channel for (N − 1)Tcycle–NTcycle.
By coherent stitching of the frequency comb with N comb modes,
an N time larger range scan can be obtained, enhancing the resolu-
tion of the LIDAR system by N times, realizing both high resolution
and large coherence length because the need for a large scan range is
obviated.

A key to the proposed idea is that the Kth channel sees the same
signal at time = 0 + t and time = Tcycle + t (0 ≤ t < ε), which is math-
ematically verified as below. The electric field of the Kth frequency
comb mode from the cw laser with a linear frequency scan [EK(t)]
can be expressed as

EK(t) = e2πi{(ν0+KΔ)t+ Δ
2Tcycle

t2
}

. (1)

The electric field for the (K + 1)th channel just before a photodetec-
tor (0 ≤ t < Tcycle) is EK(t) + EK(t − τ) and generates a photo-detected
signal [VK(t)] as

VK(t) = ∣EK(t) + EK(t − τ)∣2

∝ cos 2π{ Δ
Tcycle

τt + (ν0 + KΔ)τ − Δ
2Tcycle

τ2}. (2)

Here, the DC term is ignored. In (Tcycle ≤ t < Tcycle + ε), instead of
the Kth comb mode, the (K − 1)th EO comb mode enters in the (K
+ 1) th channel, generating a FMCW LIDAR signal as

VK(t) = ∣EK−1(t) + EK−1(t − τ)∣2

∝ cos 2π{ Δ
Tcycle

τt + (ν0 + (K − 1)Δ)τ − Δ
2Tcycle

τ2}. (3)

Looking at the phase [φK(t)] of VK(t), φK(t) = φK(t + Tcycle)
(0 ≤ t < ε) is satisfied, which means that the FMCW LIDAR sig-
nals between the channels can be coherently stitched. In addi-
tion, having frequency overlap for (0 ≤ t < ε and Tcycle ≤ t
< Tcycle + ε) is advantageous for amplitude correction and reduc-
ing the required accuracy for the reference interferometer. Via sig-
nal processing, φK(t) = φK(t + Tcycle) can be enforced to ensure
perfect coherent stitching as long as the phase mismatch is guar-
anteed to be within ±π. In this case, ultimate accuracy is deter-
mined by the reference for the comb spacing (i.e., Rb clock in this
experiment).

For coherent stitching, Tcycle should be known in advance. A
reference interferometer, which consists of an imbalanced Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (MZI), is used for this, whose delay between
the two arms (τref) is accurately known. With the known delay, Tcycle
can be obtained as

Tcycle = Δ
fbeat, ref

⋅ τref. (4)

Here, f beat,ref is the frequency of the FMCW LIDAR signal for the ref-
erence interferometer. With moderate temperature stabilization, a
reference interferometer made by a fiber interferometer with 6 digit
accuracy (10−6) of the delay (τref) can be obtained because the ther-
mal expansion coefficient of silica fiber, including both thermal and
thermo-optic effects, is about 10−5/K.18,19 Assuming 6 digit accuracy
of the delay and a 100 GHz comb spacing with the allowable ±π
phase mismatch, more than 10 μs delay in a target interferometer
(τtarget < allowable phase mismatch

2π×accuracy×Δ ) can be measured.

III. EXPERIMENT
An experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2(a). A cw laser (Top-

tica, CTL1550) based on an external cavity diode laser with about
1550 nm center wavelength and <10 kHz linewidth is used, which is
modulated with a chirp rate of about 1 THz/s. Note that cw lasers

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Alloca-
tion of the channels by the BPFs. (c) Optical spectrum of
the EO comb. The arrows show the used comb modes in
the experiment.
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based on DFB lasers with broader linewidth and larger chirp rate
fully utilize the proposed idea, enabling a low cost LIDAR system
with a high resolution and fast scan rate in addition to a large mea-
surable range. An EO comb with a comb spacing of 26.9867 GHz
(Anritsu, MG3693B), which is referenced to an Rb clock, is gener-
ated by phase-modulating the cw laser [Fig. 2(c)]. The EO comb is
directed to a target interferometer, which consists of a fiber MZI.
One arm of the MZI can have two paths to emulate a case with two
targets. The delay between the two arms is about 65 ns, which cor-
responds to about 13 m fiber length difference, including single and
double fiber path. A WDM is made by optical fiber splitters and opti-
cal bandpass filters. Because of limited equipment in our lab, three
comb modes (-2nd, -3rd, and -4th modes of the EO comb) are used
in this experiment. Channels are allocated as shown in Fig. 2(b). The
center of the passband of the optical bandpass filters is set at about
the middle of the channels (e.g., ν0 − 3.5Δ for CH 1). The band-
width of the optical bandpass filters is set as large as possible, while
making sure that the simultaneous detection of two next neighbor
comb modes is prevented. The filtered light is photo-detected, dig-
itized (RIGOL, DS1054Z), and signal-processed offline. Part of the
cw laser also goes through a reference interferometer. The reference
interferometer consists of a fiber MZI with 36.9441 ns delay, which is
measured by a separate experiment with about 5 digit accuracy. The
FMCW LIDAR signal from the reference interferometer is used for
nonlinear scanning correction and to verify Tcycle. The nonlinearity

is caused by the nonlinear response of the cw laser to a linear control
signal.

Figures 3(a)–3(c) show FMCW LIDAR signals for CH 1, 2, and
3 after signal processing. The signal processing includes DC removal,
nonlinear scanning correction,20–23 amplitude correction from the
transmission loss difference between channels, and amplitude cor-
rection from the power difference between comb modes. Nonlinear
scanning correction is realized by picking up zero crossings of the
FMCW LIDAR signal for the reference channel. Then, new time axis
is made by interpolating sampling points between the zero crossings
(more details are shown in the supplementary material). The FMCW
LIDAR signals for CH 1 come from the -4th EO comb mode for
0 ≤ t < ∼25 ms and the -5th EO comb mode for t > ∼25 ms (we do
not use the data). In the same way, the FMCW LIDAR signal for the
CH 2 sees the -3rd and the -4th EO comb modes, and that for the
CH 4 sees the -2nd EO comb mode and the -3rd EO comb mode.
Note that negligibly small optical signals hit the photodetectors
around 25 ms to clearly know which comb modes are detected.

As explained in Sec. II, the FMCW LIDAR signals should sat-
isfy φK(t) = φK(t + Tcycle). Figures 3(d) and 3(e) show the magnified
FMCW LIDAR signals for CH 2 with a separation time of Tcycle esti-
mated from the reference interferometer. Even without any timing
correction, the phase mismatch is within 30 mrad. Note that we did
not implement timing correction for all experimental data shown in
this paper.

FIG. 3. [(a)–(c)] FMCW LIDAR signals
for CH1, 2, and 3. The dashed squares
show which comb modes are detected
at the channels. [(d) and (e)] Magnified
FMCW LIDAR signals for CH2 separated
by Tcycle estimated from the reference
interferometer.
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Figure 4(a) shows a coherently stitched FMCW signal, which
shows an effective scan range of 3Δ. A Fourier transform of the
stitched FMCW LIDAR signal is shown in Fig. 4(b) (red curve).
Compared with a conventional FMCW LIDAR with a scan range
of Δ, three times higher resolution is obtained (10 ps for FMcomb
LIDAR and 30 ps for FMCW LIDAR). In addition, the Fourier trans-
form of an ideal FMcomb LIDAR, which consists of a pure sine
function with a given filter shape as used in the experiment is also
shown in Fig. 4(b) (black dashed curve). The FMcomb LIDAR shows
different sidebands from the conventional FMCW LIDAR, which
originates from amplitude modulation from the optical bandpass
filters. Although the optical bandpass filters cannot be as ideal as
shown in Fig. 2(b), use of an optical frequency comb with a larger
comb spacing such as provided by microcombs generates a Fourier
transformed signal which is more similar to conventional FMCW
LIDAR, ignoring the amplitude modulation effect from the optical
bandpass filters.

Finally, two-target detection is also demonstrated. As shown in
Fig. 2(a), instead of using two closely located targets, we use two tar-
gets with similar delays for experimental convenience. In the results,
FMcomb LIDAR is compared with conventional FMCW LIDAR
with a scan range of Δ. As shown in Fig. 5(a), when the two tar-
gets are moderately separated, both FMcomb LIDAR and FMCW
LIDAR resolve the two targets. However, when the two targets are
closer [Fig. 5(b)], FMCW LIDAR cannot distinguish the two targets,
showing a single peak with an asymmetric shape. On the other hand,
FMcomb LIDAR clearly distinguishes the two targets, showing two
peaks. The subpeaks in Fig. 5(b) are superpositions of the sidebands
from each target.

FIG. 4. (a) Coherently stitched FMCW LIDAR signal, i.e., FMcomb LIDAR signal.
Dashed lines show which comb modes are used. (b) (Red) Estimated delay from
(a). (Blue) Estimated from the conventional FMCW LIDAR with the same scan
range. (Black dashed) Fourier transform of an ideal FMcomb LIDAR.

FIG. 5. FMcomb LIDAR with two targets. Estimated delay with moderately sepa-
rated targets (a) and a closely located targets (b). (Blue) Estimated delay from the
conventional FMCW LIDAR with the same scan range.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the experiment, a quite bulky and expensive cw laser (Top-

tica, CTL 1550) based on an ECL is used, which has good instanta-
neous linewidth (<10 kHz) and scans relatively slowly (1 THz/s in
the experiment). However, an optical frequency comb can be also
generated from a DFB laser, which has larger linewidth (∼1 MHz)
and fast scanning (1 PHz/s), to fully utilize the proposed idea, i.e., to
overcome the trade-off between the high resolution and large mea-
surable range (or fast measurement). When many comb modes are
used, it may be better to have similar intensities for the comb modes,
even if signal processing can compensate intensity variations. There
are reports about generating EO combs with flat optical spectra.24,25

Although, with an increasing number of comb modes, the resolution
increases, there is a trade-off between the measurable distance and
range resolution. In general, the measurable distance decreases with
the number of comb modes N as

√
N compared to FMCW LIDAR

with the same setup and the same average optical power. Although
one may also worry about the phase noise degradation of the EO
comb with harmonic mode numbers,15,26 the phase noise magni-
fication can be ignored, especially when cw lasers with >10 kHz
linewidth are used. For the future integration of the FMcomb
LIDAR system to minimize size and cost, arrayed waveguide grat-
ings (AWGs),27,28 which are matured in silicon photonics, can be
used instead of bulky optical BPFs used in the proof-of-concept
demonstration. Photodetectors (PDs) can also be integrated in the
same platform as AWGs. Furthermore, following rapid progress of
microcombs,29–31 FMcomb LIDAR based on microcombs will pro-
vide highly integrated, potentially low cost solutions with greatly
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improved size, weight, and power (SWaP) requirements. However,
when a microcomb is used, one additional signal processing to
compensate the comb spacing change is required, as explained in
the supplementary material. Note that we have already demon-
strated a proof-of-concept experiment of a continuous scanning of a
dissipative Kerr-microresonator soliton comb.32

In conclusion, we proposed a new type of LIDAR based
on an optical frequency comb, named FMcomb LIDAR, which
overcomes a trade-off between the resolution and measurable
range in conventional FMCW LIDAR. In FMcomb LIDAR, the
frequency-modulated comb modes of an optical frequency comb are
coherently stitched, enabling an effectively larger scan range pro-
portional to the number of stitched comb modes. In the proof-
of-concept experiment, FMcomb LIDAR has been demonstrated
by using the three comb modes from an EO comb. As expected,
three times higher resolution was obtained, compared with the
conventional FMCW LIDAR. In conjunction with microcombs
and chip-scale AWGs and PDs, FMcomb LIDAR can be a low
cost, potentially chip scale LIDAR system with a high resolution
(<15 μm, which is equivalent to 100 comb modes for a 100 GHz
comb spacing) and large measurable range (>100 m), making it
simultaneously useable for both long-distance and precision ranging
applications.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for a mathematical expression for
signal processing when both carrier envelope offset frequency and
comb spacing are scanned, targeting use of microcombs. In addi-
tion, the method implemented for nonlinear scanning correction is
described.
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